Let pix, t; rf, t) be a real symbol which is positive homogeneous of degree 222 > 0, 272 an integer, and with (x, t-, £ r) e R"~ x R x Rn~ 1 x R.
Let 0 4 (£°, t°) satisfy dp(0, 0; rf°, T°)/dr 4 0. Let Y be a smooth surface in R", passing through (0, 0), and such that the normal to Y at (0, 0) points in the direction of the t axis.
Theorem.
There is a canonical map y. ix, t, çf, r) JL,iy, s, 77, o) £ R , defined in a conic neighborhood U of (0, 0, rf , r ), homogeneous of degree one in (£, 7), and such that for ix, t, tf, r) ill, 
